Metamorph: Theory of Operation
Premise
In the days ofa limited flow ofprinted information, a sharp observer could stay ahead
through astute comprehension and good organizationofmaterials. Managingabusiness, analyzing trends, orforecasting investmentswas all possible forthe competent
person staying on top ofone'sjob.
But when one considers the sheer volume oftext generated in a normal day oflife in the
nineties, onemighthesitatebeforedrawingadefinitiveconclusionaboutanything. There
is hardlya profession which does not relyin someway on digitized information as a
resource to stay current. This is true from lawto medicine, from real estate to politics.
Certaintext defies databasing: text whichisnonpositional or otherwiseresistive of
fielding and categorization, textwhichis context rich and contains implicit knowledge.
Not only is it difficult to create a structure for storing text which is as efficient as actual
content when all possible interconnections are desired, but knowledge engineering hours
cost dearly when the need is immediate.
With the advent ofword processing, faxboards, scanners, OCRtechnology, and online
data sources as automated solutions to information overload, electronic text is being
used to lower costs and raise efficiency. But only when text can be accessed as freely
as it was input in the first place can a dynamic information system be deemed truly
useful.

Why Metamorph?
Metamorph is the best solution to text problems where meaning is an important part of
the task. It contains built-inintelligencewithoutknowledge engineering, and retains
contextual richness which might be otherwise lost in a less resilient indexing system.
Combining techniques as appropriate, the Metamorph software package integrates a
free text scan, hypertexting, and concept based technologies, optionally utilizing an
inverted index only for optimization based on sizeoftextbase.
Metamorph finds concepts, phrases, wildcarded strings, quantities as they exist in text,
approximations (includingtypos, transpositions, and misspellings), variablelength
patterns, special expressions, and meaningful responses to natural language queries. Its
user syntax is simple, while its search engine locates a multitude ofpatterns adequate to
match the complexity ofpossibilities inherent inthEnllish language.
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Document Content
Documents are constructed from ideas. These ideas are communicated in sections
made up ofparagraphs, comprised of sentences created from abroad vocabulary. As
languagehas evolved through centuries ofcivilizationwe haveused words in context
with other words in an ordered stream which we hope will transmit meaning to others.
Digitized narrativetext recordsthis transmission ofthought, using everypunctuation and
spacemarking alongwiththe exact word forms inthe sequencetheywerewritten down
to accurately representthe intended message. No matterhow casuallywritten, it is the
ordered presentation ofcontent which contains the maimum nuance and connotation of
the author.
Whilevarious methods exist for efficiently storinglexical items out ofcontext, the
retrieval method is incomplete ifit does not include an in context check for validity.
Metamorph makes use ofthe inherent organization already present in narrative text.
Items are retrieved in associationwith otheritemswithinthesmalleror greaterunit the
author chose to record his ideas orfacts. Document organization such as line breaks,
sentence endings, space between paragraphs, page formatting characters, and section
headers which were already used to create the documents in the first place can be used
to demarcate concept groupingswithin which associated search items lie.
Inthis sense, the formatting oftheunits ofcommunication used to construct the document carry as much information as thewords themselves. Additional tagging or preparation is not required ifthese natural markings canbe used intelligentlybythe retrieval
software.
When Metamorph searches a document it reads in abuffer ofinformation, as it is, in
sequence. It then looks for search items in proximity to each other inside ofa natural
delimiter such as a sentence or paragraph. Since all that information is present, all
associations arepossible, unlike an inverted file indexwhich knows only isolated
occurrences ofstrings in documents. Even where indexing is used at a first pass for
search speed optimization, a final read ofthetext is always done to locate items in
relation to their context.

The Ouest for Relevance
A computer doesn't think; a person does. The task ofretrieval software is to quickly
provide information as close as possibleto the question at hand, so that the human can
read it, make associations, draw conclusions, and perhaps even come to a new
realization.

To achievethis task, theprogram must present relevant choices. The more relevant the
information presented, the better the software is deemed to have done itsjob. It is not
the software'sjobto evaluate meaning, butrathertolocatepossiblemeaningfil matches
and present them for review.
So, where does this meaning lie, and how does the software find it? The answer comes
backto the importance ofcontext, themost efficient storagemethod ifyou wishto
retain all possible connections for evaluation.
Words ofthemselves have several meanings. Lookup anyword in adictionary exclusive ofthe way in which it was used, and it will be difficult to guess what it means. One
can't expect a software program to know what evena human can't reason out. But
plug theword into its context and the meaning becomes immediately apparent.
Searching an index for a listing ofevery time a certain item occurs can be revealing for
an infrequently used word. Butgenerallytoomuchinformationcomesback. Ifyou
expect asoftwareprogramto findmeaningful matches, there mustbe an association of
items. Ifthe association ofthose items is too broad thenyou have still failed to find
relevantinformation.
Humanintelligence dependsuponits ability to discern differences, similarities, and
identities. Thinkingincludesthegroupingofcommonalities into classes. It iseasierto
mentallymanipulatebroad categorizationsthantokeep track ofamillion details. These
collections ofsimilarities canbethought ofas sets.
Language sets can be composed ofmany things: the set ofassociated words which
describe a concept, the set ofcharacters and digits which describe different part numbers, the set ofsequenced characters and spaces which have been used to delineate a
frequently misspelled word, the set ofwords, digits, and punctuation which delineate a
range ofvalues, and so on.
By locating sets in relation to other sets, relevance can be pinpointed. Therefore an
intelligent text retrieval program must allowfor specification ofany type ofset oflexical
items, intersectingwith othersuch sets, inside ofmeaningil communicationunits. It is
uponthis mandatethat Metamorphwas designed'. i
Ifwe look at the word "bear" by itselfand match every occurrence, a reference to
"the brown bear in the woods" is as equally validas "shejust couldn't bear any more
abuse". Asearch for"arms" byitselfcannot befaultedforlocating "his ars were
long" even ifyou were more interested inthe subject offirearms.

But ifinstead we look for "bear arms" within a sentence, it becomes a simple matterto
locate "The Constitution clearly safeguards the right to bear arms." And since we are
dealing with sets, it will bejust as easy to locate "He hoped that today his father would
let himcarrytherifle'. Wheretheconcept "bear" (whichincludes "carry"), and the
concept "arms" (which includes "rifle") crossinside thenatural delimitersofa
sentence, we have found relevance.
In the same precise mannerwe can poll an incoming newswire for a paragraph containing the set ofpossible spellings of"Larousche", the set ofwordsassociated with
"election", and the set ofword and digit combinationswhich have anumeric value
between 1 and 100%,to see ifanyone knows howLyndon Larousche actually came
out in the recent election.
In this fashion, degree ofrequired relevance, howwide or how narrow the realm of
possible matches, isentirelyundertheuser'scontrol. The statement ofthe query is
interpreted as a number ofsets, which must intersect (ornot) within some naturally
defined boundary.
Where these sets intersect is the researcher's target. The task oflocatingthese points
with speed and precision is Metamorph'sjob.

Metamorph Search Strateov
Metamorph reads text,just like a person reads text, in sequence. This is called a linear
search, or a free text scan. Even where indexing is used for optimization, the linear read
is always done as a final step.
A query is interpreted as a number of items. Each ofthese items can be expanded into
aset ofpossible matches. Metamorphhas different methods availablefor searching
based on the type of item and its set. Its mission is to locate places in the text where
these sets intersect.
Having read a big chunk oftext into its buffer, Metamorph picks the most efficient way
to locate at least one qualifying search item. Then it looks backwards and forwards to
the beginning and ending delimiters being used, to see ifthere is another qualifying
search item. And so it goes, until it finds aunit oftext containing occurrences of
everything required.
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The delimiter boundaries are defined as expressionswhich the program understands.
For paragraphs this might be two new line characters in a row. For sentences this could
be the ending sentence punctuation. These expressions canvary within the scope ofa
definable regular expression.
Every action done is designed for optimum speed. Anything which does not contribute
to qualifyingwhethera portion oftext meets the requirements ofthe query is considered
unnecessary.
A search which takes more work, like evaluating words in text as quantities, is rooted
wherever possible to searches which are very fast, such as a word or string match. By
rooting a search is meant that the fastest search is done first; then the more detailed
search need only be done on the text within the delimiters surrounding the found item.
Using the 250,000+ word Thesaurus provided with Metamorph, most words can be
expanded to word sets which can be quite large. The power ofthe search is not in the
size ofthe set, but in the intersection ofthese sets. Where they cross lies meaning.
AMetamorph search for "acquisitions greaterthan 1million" quickly reveals a buried
reference to "a purchase offering was accepted last night for four and a halfbillion on
behalfofAcme High Tech Inc." Or it takes a query like "Has there been a power
struggle inthe NearEast?" and skips overunrelated references, presenting immediately
"The conflict inKuwait forced a confrontation."
"Power" is automatically expanded to a set of57 possiblewords, including "force".
"Struggle" is expandedto 23 associations, including"conflict". "NearEast" becomes a set of6 including "Kuwait". There may be hundreds ofarticles on the Near
East, or even on power struggles, but there are only a few relevant responses containing
an intersection ofall 3 ofthese sets.
In the same sense, many specific or technical words do not require equivalent associations. The power ofa technical search is not in finding its synonym, but in finding the
exact technical term in any form, in association with some other set or sets of concepts.
Vocabulary is as personal as the people who write or speak. Therefore the user, rather
than a detached programmer, can teach Metamorph what's important about one's own
language usage. In so doingMetamorph's Thesaurus can evolve with every search, its
updating an automaticby-product ofcontinued use.
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But synonyms are only part ofthe picture. Sometimes it is merely the presence of
several one item sets that a person seeks. Software documentation is as often as not
searched with theThesaurus off. The ability to find the one line intheUnix manuals
where "files", "copy", and "superuser" intersect could savehours ofwasted time
and be make or break on the efficiency ofan automated help desk.
In using Metamorph, one learns how b6st to state queries so that the desired associations in text can be found. The more experienced user can take advantage oflearned
syntax to locate its special search items. One canget quite complexinthe statement of
what is to be found, and in making use ofamultitude ofprogram features.
What is most important for satisfactory research results is remembrance ofprogram
goal; that is, to let Metamorph help you find relevant text fast, so you can use that
information in the best way possible.
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Definitions and Function

Text Metamorph can Search
Metamorph can search any file, preferring text offlat ASCII format. Metamorph can
search files which are not flat ASCII, but it is the ASCII characters which will be
recognized.
Where files contain a mixture oftext and graphics, the graphics characters are skipped
over; the ASCII text is recognized and retrieved. You can even search a binary file for
text strings.
When text is found it is displayed with Metamorph's Browser, as it was entered.
Certain control characters are filtered out for cleaner viewing.
Since Metamorph reads files in sequence from beginningto end, the usefulness ofthe
responses is dependent upon content being stored in correct sequence. You can find
ASCII strings in a database file; the retrieved text will make sense to the degree that
string makes sense in its stored context.
The files to be searched need not be loaded, indexed, or prepared in any way; you
simply specify the names ofthe files you wish to search from the Files Selection Menu.
Metamorph reads those files where they are, as they are, without the need for any
modification Multiple files can be searched in any combination across drives and
directories
Metamorph can search stream data live as it comes offa wire or circuit. Therefore you
can profile information as it iscoming in offlive wire data feeds without thenecessity of
downloading it first. Any query which can be executed against static information can
also be run in batch in such a dynamic application

Definition of Terms
Query:
A Query is the question or statement of search items tobe matched in the text. A
Query is comprised of one or more search items, which can be ofdifferent types.
Hit:

AHit is the text Metamorph retrieves in response to a query, whose meaning matches
the Queryto the degree specified.
Search Item:
A Search Item is an English word or a special expression. Aword is automatically
processed using certain linguistic rules. Special searches are signaled with a special
character leading the item, and aregoverned respectivelyby the rules ofthe pattern
matcher invoked.
Set:
A Set is the group ofpossible strings a pattern matcher will look for, as specified by
the Search Item. A Set can be a list ofwords and word forms, a range of characters
or quantities, or some other class of possible matches based on which pattern matcher
Metamorph uses to process that item.
Intersection:
A portion oftext where at least one member oftwo Sets is matched.
Delimiters:
Delimiters are repeating patterns inthe textwhich definethe bounds within which
search items are found inproximity to each other. These patterns are specified as
regular expressions.
Intersection Quantity:
The number of unions ofsets existing withinthe specified Delimiters. The maximum
number ofIntersections possible for any given Query is the maximum number of
designated Sets minus one.
Hits can have varying degrees ofrelevance based on the number of set intersections
occurringwithin the delimited blockoftext, definition ofproximity bounds, and weighting ofsearch items for inclusion or exclusion.
Intersection quantity, Delimiterbounds, and Logic weighting can be adjusted by the user
as part of Query specification.

Concept Set Intersection
Metamorph'svocabularyis around 250,000+ word connections, constructed ina
dense web ofassociations. This vocabulary is stored in a Thesaurus, also called an
EquivalenceFile. Proximity of concept canbe finetuned to qualify degree ofrelevance,
providing matches which are sometimes concrete, sometimes abstract.
A keyword entered as a Search Item is looked up in the Thesaurus for associated
words it can deem equivalent to the entered root word. This list ofwords and their
word forms comprise the keyword' s concept set. Text containing meaning relevant to
your Query can be retrieved by locating places in the text where more than one set of
concepts meet.
The content ofthe concept sets and the number ofintersections present in a given hit
determine how relevant the response will be to the stated query. The definition of
proximity bounds as a sentence, paragraph or some other designated block oftext can
determine how tightly or loosely these concepts are correlated.

Default Operation of a Metamorph Search
A default Metamorph search calculates the maximum number ofintersections possible in
a hit based on your Query.
Metamorph picks out the important words in a question, and counts the number of sets.
It eliminates noise, and does a search for any hit containing matches to the remaining
items. Each valid search item is assigned equal weight.
Ifyouask: "Was there apower struggle?" the program looks for hits containing one
intersection ofthe two sets "power" and "struggle".
Search items are sought within the proximitybounds ofa sentence. A "sentence" is
specified as the block oftext from one sentence ending tothe next sentence ending.
Once the first search item is found, Metamorph looks for other qualifying search items
backwards to the last sentence ending, and forward to the next.
When a qualifying hit is found, it is brought up in context ofthe full text in which it was
located, and is available for browsing. Those words or strings ofcharacters in the text
which matched the search items are shown incontrast. The entire hit is highlighted.
The name ofthe text file in which the hit is found as well as the entered Query is always
shown alongwith the hit.
Default settingsare stored as variables in a profile. As such, almost every aspect ofa
search can be adjusted by the user through the User Interface.

Tailoring Metamorph's Linguistics
Concept sets can be edited bytheuserto include specialvocabulary, acronyms, and
slang. There issufficient vocabulary intelligence offthe shelfso that editing is not
required to make good use ofthe program immediately upon installation. However,
such customization is encouraged to keep online research in rapport with users' needs,
especially as search routines and vocabulary evolve.
A word need not be "known" by Metamorph for it to be processed. The fact of a
word,having associations stored in the Thesaurus makes abstraction ofconcept possible, but is not required to matchword forms. Such word stemming knowledge is
inherent. And any string ofcharacters can be matched exactly as entered.
You can edit the special word lists Metamorph uses to process English ifyou wish. As
it may not be immediately apparent to what degree these word lists may affect general
searching, it is cautioned that such editingbe used sparingly and with thewisdom of
experience. Even so, what Metamorph deems to beNoise, Prefixes, and Suffixes is all
underusercontrol.
Noise is defined as the small, common, relational words which appear frequentlyin a
particularlanguage and refine and fine tune specific communications, but do not majorly
affect the larger concepts under discussion; e.g., about, in, on, whether. Pronouns,
question words, and state ofbeing verbs are treated asNoise for the purpose ofa
Metamorph search.
Suffixes are the common endings to words which modifytense and form but do not
change the basic meaning ofthe word; e.g., -ing, -es, -ed, -tion, -ary. Prefixes are
common syllables added to thebeginning ofaword which change the meaning in some
way; e.g., re-, pre-, un-, dis-.
Any ofthese lists can be added to or edited at will, entirely at the user's discretion.

Tvpes of Searches
Many types of searches are possible. Ifyou do not otherwise specify, a word entered
as part of aquery is treated asEnglish, and passed to a pattern matcher which follows
certainEnglish rules.
You can search for English words by themselves (that word and its word forms only),
as a set of words and their word forms,.or as part of a phrase.
You can also search for a literal string ofcharacters, and can include wildcards (*)to fill.
in the parts you don't know, rooted to the portion ofa string you do know.
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You can call other special pattern matchers with a special character leadingyour
expression. This enablesthe userto find fixed and variable lengthregular expressions,
approximated expressions, ornumeric quantities existing intext asEnglish words,
letters, and digits.
A special expression can be searched for in combination with another special expression ofthe same type, or with a different special expression, or with other English
words. Anyvalid searchitemcanbesearchedforasintersectingwithanothervalid
search item.
It is intended that what is easiest to enter, that is English words, be interpreted in a way
whichwillget themost satisfyinguser resultswith6ut the need foralongeducationin
how to specify a Query. On this basis the program defaults have been derived. It is
encouraged that the more demandinguser studythe information in the manual on howto
construct a query, aswell as the Supplementsdetailing special query syntax, to realize
full functionalityprovided with the program.
Our program motto is "Ifit's there, we can find it." Use Metamorph's different search
capabilities as a benchmark for accuracy regarding existence or absence ofinformation
intext.

Metamorph as a Hvpertextin' Tool
"Hypertexting" ismaking hooks from coarse information into more detailed or refined
information, which can be selectively activated.
Indexing programs offer a fast search against easily indexable subjects, titles, and
authors, but do not provide the abilityto lookfor proximity of concepts within the
narrative ofsuch entries.
Using Metamorph as a first level operator on an overview file ofabstracts or synopses,
one can find discrete correlations ofconcept at a first pass. This is much like going to a
card catalog in a library and being able to read the whole entry; Metamorph can do
concept searching against the descriptive abstract as well asjust the title, author, and
subject. Once the right entry is located, a hookto some other information, image, or
media type can be called up.
Using tools provided with the Metamorph package, itis possible to mark certain
sections oftext so that a first pass search is done on portions ofthe full text only. This
makes it possible to retain a linear concept search against narrative text, while limiting
the amount ofinformationMetamorph must searchi trough at a first pass.

Once a hit is found which represents an intersection ofthe concepts designated by the
querier, theusercan selectively launch another search on certain preselected data by
pressing a hot key. The tagged data can be made to hook to other information by
callingup anotherMetamorph on designated data files, orcalling up associated figures
or diagrams ortables orgraphics displayed in their native format.
This model can be extended to a CD ROMjukebox, where the user moves stepwise
outthroughmythicalterabytesofinformation. Thisapproachisidealformultimedia
environments such as huge photographic, graphics, or audio libraries, where
Metamorph is used against descriptive catalog information as a narrative switchboard
for selectivelylaunching the appropriate application.

Other Metamorph Applications
Automated message handling environments are an excellent environment for Metamorph
since Metamorph has the ability to read a live wire feed as the data comes in without the
necessity ofpreprocessing the data in any way before it can be searched.
News profiling ofarticles which are "hot offthe press" is another place where reading
the data as it arrives can be crucial for time sensitive issues.
Such systems would be minimally labor intensive to maintain and expand, using tools
provided with theMetamorph package.
Since Metamorph does not require any preprocessing or indexing oftextfiles before
searching, it becomes an ideal companion forimmediately searching text which has been
scanned inusing OCR (Optical CharacterRecognition) technology.
Forthose people who haveC Programmercapability, custom user interfaceswhich call
the Metamorph API (ApplicationProgram Interface) at a C code level can be designed
to makeuse of Search functions in an application environment.
One ofthe most obvious applications would be where some in place database or
document management program is used to organize and selectively retrieve data subsets
from very large systems, then uses the API to pass that data subset to an intelligent
concept search accomplished by Metamorph.
One can also use 3DB, Metamorph's database program, along with Metamorph to
maximize efficiency and intelligence of search regardless of size.
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